Charm++ - Cleanup #1980

Remove the old RDMA API (CkDirect/CmiDirect) from source code and libraries

09/21/2018 03:22 PM - Nitin Bhat

Status: Implemented  Start date: 09/21/2018
Priority: Low  Due date:
Assignee: Nitin Bhat  % Done: 0%
Category:
Target version: 6.9.1  Estimated time: 0.00 hour
Spent time: 0.00 hour

Description
Fix:
https://charm.cs.illinois.edu/gerrit/#/c/charm/+/4599/
https://charm.cs.illinois.edu/gerrit/#/c/charm/+/4600/
https://charm.cs.illinois.edu/gerrit/#/c/charm/+/4601/
https://charm.cs.illinois.edu/gerrit/#/c/charm/+/4602/
https://charm.cs.illinois.edu/gerrit/#/c/charm/+/4603/

Related issues:
Related to Charm++ - Feature #195: Modify old charm++/converse onesided/direct API and examples to new rdma API added  Merged  03/15/2013

History
#1 - 09/21/2018 03:23 PM - Nitin Bhat
- Related to Feature #195: Modify old charm++/converse onesided/direct API and examples to new rdma API added